BIS/AITP Mock Interviews

On Thursday, October 1st, 2020, both AITP club members, as well as several non-member BIS and CS students attended the mock interview workshop session with guest interviewers of Eastern alumni and other representatives from Cigna and Travelers held every semester. The workshop lasted approximately an hour and a half and began at 4:00pm in Zoom. Attendees were divided into Zoom Breakout Rooms with accompanying alumni, where they were treated as if they were in real interview scenarios, given popular questions that interviewers could potentially ask for business and technology internship and career positions. After the mock interview, students were given feedback based on their performance, and had the opportunity to ask questions. Eastern alumni and company representatives included: Joe D’Annolfo, Dustin Dube, Liz Tucker and Sean Dougherty. Below are pictures of some of the alumni reps that helped with the event.